Implementation of Evidence-Based Treatment for PTSD

There is relatively little adoption of evidence-based treatments (EBTs) into routine practice. Dissemination of EBTs or practice guidelines through traditional educational activities (e.g., formal continuing education programs) has limited impact on day-to-day clinical practice. Implementation science is an emerging field that has developed as the gap between research and practice has been identified across a variety of health care settings. The field is concerned with the study of methods to promote the integration of research findings into health care practice and policy.

A high priority need exists for implementation of EBTs for PTSD in a broad range of mental health training and service delivery organizations (Ruzek & Rosen, 2009). Large-scale dissemination of EBTs for PTSD and other trauma-related problems is well underway in the United States (US) and abroad (e.g., CATS Consortium, 2007; Ebert et al., 2012; Karlin et al., 2010). For example, beginning in 2006-2007, the US Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) developed national training initiatives to disseminate two EBTs for PTSD, Prolonged Exposure (PE) and Cognitive Processing Therapy (CPT). These sizable endeavors have been the subject of research on factors that impact implementation success. Although much of the research has been observational in nature rather than experimental, there have been studies comparing EBT implementation to usual care. Research indicates that when EBTs are implemented into routine care settings, patients with PTSD and related disorders experience substantial symptom reduction. For example, program evaluation data from mental health providers who have participated in the VA PE and CPT training initiatives indicate significant improvements in their patients’ PTSD and depressive symptomatology (Chard, Ricksecker, Healy, Karlin, & Resick, 2012; Eftekhari et al., 2013).

Similarly, Ehlers and colleagues (2013) demonstrated substantial PTSD symptom reduction among a large consecutive sample of patients in a United Kingdom National Health Service outpatient clinic. Recent work in developing countries using a task-shifting strategy in which health workers without advanced degrees deliver the EBTs indicates that these treatments can be effective in under-resourced settings. CPT is more effective than usual care even when adapted significantly for non-literate women in high-conflict areas (Bass et al., 2013). Similarly, Murray and colleagues (2015) demonstrated that lay counselors in developing countries can be trained to effectively deliver Trauma-Focused Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (TF-CBT) to traumatized orphans. Despite evidence showing that clinicians can be trained to effectively deliver trauma-focused EBTs, several studies indicate that their use is relatively low in outpatient mental health settings (e.g., Finley et al., 2015; Shiner et al., 2013; Sigel, Benton, Lynch, & Kramer, 2013). Implementation researchers have been working to determine what factors predict initial and sustained use of EBTs. Over the past two decades, implementation frameworks have been developed to guide implementation efforts and their formal study (Tabak, Khoong, Chambers, & Brownson, 2012). These models specify factors to consider at the level of the provider and patient dyad, the intervention itself, and the organization and system into which new treatments are implemented. The existing research evidence strongly suggests that factors at each level are predictive of implementation success, and that there may be interactions between levels that influence such success.
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Relatively few studies on implementation of EBTs for PTSD use a theoretical model (e.g., Cook et al., 2015; Couineau & Forbes, 2011; Watts et al., 2014). While the lack of operationalization and psychometrically strong measures of relevant constructs from implementation models has likely hindered progress in the traumatic stress field, more recently, validated measures have been developed or used (Cook, Thompson, & Schnurr, in press; Cook et al., 2012). Cook and colleagues (2015) used a well-known framework, Diffusion of Innovations, to study PE and CPT in 38 VA residential PTSD programs across the United States. They found that supportive context (dedicated time and resources and incentives and mandates) as well as positive views of the treatments were related to successful implementation. They also developed a Perceived Characteristics of Innovation Scale, in which favorable attitudes towards each of these EBTs appear unidimensional, and were associated with greater self-reported adoption, Watts et al. (2014) used the Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Services framework to study the implementation of PE and CPT in New England VA specialty PTSD clinics. Several factors were associated with increased use of EBTs, including prior use of the treatments, customization of training, and extended interaction with the training team. Couineau and Forbes (2011) utilized a behavior change model to promote CBT trauma-focused interventions in Australia. They found while providers’ knowledge, skills, and confidence improved through training and supervision, successful implementation depended on providers’ views on perceived risks associated with providing these types of therapies as well as on beliefs about the best timing of the interventions. Despite these concerns, however, there was a significant increase of imaginal exposure in the treatment plans of patients with PTSD.

Some research exists on the role of providers or clinic administrators in the implementation of EBTs for PTSD. For example, VA providers’ treatment orientation, professional discipline, level of clinical experience treating PTSD, and prior PE training experience were unrelated to their PE patients’ outcome in therapy (Eftekhar et al., 2015). Although many VA residential providers did not perceive any patient factors that dissuaded their use of PE or CPT, three broad categories emerged regarding reasons that patients were perceived to be less suitable or “ready” for the treatments: the presence of psychiatric comorbidities, cognitive limitations, and low levels of patient motivation (Cook, Dinnen, Simiola, Thompson, & Schnurr, 2014). There is also some evidence that providers’ theoretical orientation and setting are associated with attitudes toward EBTs, with those who endorse CBT orientations and those who work in PTSD specialty care settings less likely to endorse a belief that PE would increase patient distress (Ruzek et al., 2014). These findings regarding perceived appropriateness, readiness for and timing or sequencing in the delivery of EBTs for PTSD have been echoed elsewhere (Couineau & Forbes, 2011; Hamblen et al., 2015).

Further exploration is needed on the perceptions of EBTs for PTSD from multiple stakeholders, including patients. A recent study that examined preferences for medication versus different CBTs for PTSD, found that Veteran patients preferred combined medication and therapy, with over half preferring CPT over several other CBTs and other therapies (Schum, Walter, Bartone & Chard, 2015). One innovative way for increasing engagement in EBTs for PTSD is to work directly with patient and provider dyads through shared decision-making (Mott, Stanley, Street, Grady & Teng, 2014). Given the substantial variability in the way EBT treatment decisions are likely made, current evidence indicates that a brief shared decision-making intervention to assist providers in explaining the treatment rationale standardized to their patients along with a framework for treatment decisions could positively impact preference for and engagement in an EBT for PTSD.

A variety of strategies to assist in the implementation of EBTs for PTSD, such as mandates, provision of organization-level support through involvement of site supervisors or evidence-based coordinators, and an assessment of organizational culture, have been used (Karlin et al., 2010) but rarely formally studied. Training has been one of the most extensively researched implementation strategies. A number of studies focused on PTSD and related problems have attempted to identify the most effective strategies for training clinicians. Kolko and colleagues (2013) conducted a randomized controlled trial (RCT) of training strategies and demonstrated that the use of workshop training and consultation in Alternatives for Families-Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (AF-CBT) for families resulted in greater knowledge and use of AF-CBT, as well as lower rates of clinician turnover, than training as usual (TAU). Ebert and colleagues (2014) demonstrated the feasibility of a Learning Collaborative model, which uses a blend of training and support strategies, to implement integrated smoking cessation with PTSD care. Train-the-trainer models have also been tested as potentially accessible strategies for scaling up EBT implementation in under-resourced settings. For instance, Jacob and colleagues’ (2014) RCT found evidence that clinicians trained by newly-trained peers can produce clinical outcomes that are comparable to treatment delivered by expert-trained clinicians. Two ongoing RCTs are testing the impact of different consultation and supervision strategies for TF-CBT and CPT on treatment fidelity and clinical outcomes (e.g., session review, model fidelity, outcome monitoring, skill-building; Dorsey et al., 2013; Stirman et al., 2013) and thus should provide information on how to optimally support providers delivering EBTs for PTSD.

The role of web-based technologies in increasing the dissemination and implementation of EBTs for PTSD has only recently received empirical attention. National trainers in TF-CBT noted the potential value of innovative, technology-based solutions to enhance provider fidelity and competence as well as patient engagement (Hanson et al., 2014). Other studies have investigated the use of technology to enhance training and consultation outcomes and to examine more scalable models of EBT training (Ruzek et al., 2014).
In conclusion, tremendous progress has been made in the dissemination of EBTs for PTSD in children and adults. However, their integration into everyday practice remains a challenge. A large majority of the treatment implementation literature in the traumatic stress field is descriptive rather than experimental. We need formal studies of the implementation process using a theory-driven or empirically guided theoretical model with solid operationalization and measurement of implementation constructs. Closing the gap between science and practice is a complex process that involves multiple levels of a health care system from training and supervising providers to competently deliver the treatments to addressing organizational and systems barriers to their delivery. Whereas research has confirmed some factors related to implementation success, further methodologically sound research is needed to understand optimal dissemination and implementation strategies to assist providers to use EBTs with a balance between fidelity and flexibility. Advancing the treatment of PTSD in public and private health care systems and with independent providers is critical to improving the lives of traumatized individuals. Implementation science is crucial in this endeavor.
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offering mental health care to people who have experienced trauma. The study sought to do so by identifying factors influencing the uptake of evidence-based practice at both an individual and organizational level, and trialing competency training and support strategies based on these factors across 6 community trauma services. The effectiveness of the training and support strategies was investigated using self-report surveys and prospective recording of clinicians’ treatment planning for PTSD clients. The study found that while lack of skills and confidence were identified as significant barriers to the uptake of trauma-focused interventions, expectations about treatment outcomes and organizational factors also influenced clinical behavior. This finding highlighted the importance of considering factors other than knowledge and skills when developing training and other interventions to support the implementation of evidence-based practice. Furthermore, it was found that a training and implementation process tailored to organizational and individual barriers, and based on currently recognized theories of behavior change, led to a significant increase in the use of imaginal exposure in the treatment plans of clients assessed as having PTSD. This change was maintained 6 months following training.


We evaluated the feasibility of incorporating integrated care (IC) for smoking cessation into routine treatment for PTSD at the VA Medical Centers and the utility of the Learning Collaborative (LC) model in facilitating implementation. Methods: We conducted two LCs aimed at implementing IC for smoking cessation using multidisciplinary teams comprising 70 staff members from 12 VA PTSD clinics. Using questionnaires, we evaluated providers’ perceptions of the LC methodology and the effectiveness and feasibility of routine IC delivery. We assessed number of providers delivering and patients receiving IC using medical record data. More than 85% of participating VA staff considered the LC to be an effective training and implementation platform. The majority thought IC effectively addressed an important need and could be delivered in routine PTSD care. All LC participants who planned to deliver IC did so (n = 52). Within 12 months of initial training, an additional 46 locally trained providers delivered IC and 395 Veterans received IC. The LC model effectively facilitated rapid and broad implementation of IC. Facilitators and barriers to sustained use of IC are unknown and should be identified to understand how best to promote ongoing access to EBT for smoking cessation in mental health populations.


The authors examined the degree to which provider characteristics, such as profession, treatment orientation, prior experience in treating PTSD, prior experience with PE therapy, and attitudes about PE, were related to the clinical outcomes of Veterans receiving care from clinicians participating in the national VA PE Training Program. Positive patient outcomes were achieved by providers of every profession, theoretical orientation, level of clinical experience treating PTSD, and prior PE training experience. With 1,105 providers and 32 predictors (13 provider variables), power was at least 90% power to detect an effect of \( \beta = .15 \). Profession was the only provider characteristic significantly related to outcomes, but the mean effect (a two point difference on the PTSD Checklist) was too small to be clinically meaningful. The results support the intensive training model used in the VA PE training program and demonstrate that clinicians of varying backgrounds can be trained using interactive training workshops followed by case consultation to deliver PE effectively.


**Importance:** PTSD is a pervasive and often debilitating condition that affects many individuals in the general population and military service members. Effective treatments for PTSD are greatly needed for both Veterans returning from Iraq and Afghanistan and Veterans of other eras. PE therapy has been shown to be highly efficacious in clinical trials involving women with noncombat trauma, but there are limited data on its effectiveness in real-world clinical practice settings and with Veterans. **Objective:** To evaluate the effectiveness of PE as implemented with Veterans with PTSD in a large health care system. **Design, Setting, and Participants:** This evaluation included 1931 Veterans treated by 804 clinicians participating in the VA PE Training Program. After completing a 4-day experiential PE training workshop, clinicians implemented PE (while receiving consultation) with a minimum of 2 Veteran patients who had a primary diagnosis of PTSD. **Main Outcomes and Measures:** Changes in PTSD and depression symptoms were assessed with the PTSD Checklist and the Beck Depression Inventory II, measured at baseline and at the final treatment session. Multiple and single imputation were used to estimate the posttest scores of patients who left treatment before completing 8 sessions. Demographic predictors of treatment dropout were also examined. **Results:** Intent-to-treat analyses indicate that PE is effective in reducing symptoms of both PTSD (pre-post \( d = 0.87 \)) and depression (pre-post \( d = 0.66 \)), with effect sizes comparable to those reported in previous efficacy trials. The proportion of patients screening positive for PTSD on the PTSD Checklist decreased from 87.6% to 48.2%. **Conclusions:** Clinically significant reductions in PTSD symptoms were achieved among male and female Veterans of all war eras and Veterans with combat-related and noncombat-related PTSD. Results also indicate that PE is effective in reducing depression symptoms, even though depression is not a direct target of the treatment.


Trauma-focused psychological treatments are recommended as first-line treatments for PTSD,
but clinicians may be concerned that the good outcomes observed in RCTs may not generalize to the wide range of traumas and presentations seen in clinical practice. This study investigated whether Cognitive Therapy for PTSD (CT-PTSD) can be effectively implemented into a UK National Health Service Outpatient Clinic serving a defined ethnically mixed urban catchment area. A consecutive sample of 330 patients with PTSD (age 17–83) following a wide range of traumas were treated by 34 therapists, who received training and supervision in CT-PTSD. Pre- and post-treatment data (PTSD symptoms, anxiety, and depression) were collected for all patients, including dropouts. Hierarchical linear modeling investigated candidate moderators of outcome and therapist effects. CT-PTSD was well tolerated and led to very large improvement in PTSD symptoms, depression and anxiety. The majority of patients showed reliable improvement/clinically significant change: intent-to-treat: 78.8%/57.3%; complier: 84.5%/65.1%. Dropouts and unreliable attenders had worse outcome. Statistically reliable symptom exacerbation following treatment was observed in only 1.2% of patients. Treatment had worse outcome. Statistically reliable symptom exacerbation in RCTs may not generalize to the wide range of traumas and presentations seen in clinical practice. This study investigated whether Cognitive Therapy for PTSD (CT-PTSD) can be effectively implemented into a UK National Health Service Outpatient Clinic serving a defined ethnically mixed urban catchment area. A consecutive sample of 330 patients with PTSD (age 17–83) following a wide range of traumas were treated by 34 therapists, who received training and supervision in CT-PTSD. Pre- and post-treatment data (PTSD symptoms, anxiety, and depression) were collected for all patients, including dropouts. Hierarchical linear modeling investigated candidate moderators of outcome and therapist effects. CT-PTSD was well tolerated and led to very large improvement in PTSD symptoms, depression and anxiety. The majority of patients showed reliable improvement/clinically significant change: intent-to-treat: 78.8%/57.3%; complier: 84.5%/65.1%. Dropouts and unreliable attenders had worse outcome. Statistically reliable symptom exacerbation with treatment was observed in only 1.2% of patients. Treatment gains were maintained during follow-up (M = 280 days, n = 220). Few of the selection criteria used in some RCTs, demographic, diagnostic and trauma characteristics moderated treatment outcome, and only social problems and needing treatment for multiple traumas showed unique moderation effects. There were no random effects of therapist on symptom improvement, but therapists who were inexperienced in CT-PTSD had more dropouts than those with greater experience. The results support the effectiveness of CT-PTSD and suggest that trauma-focused cognitive behavior therapy can be successfully implemented in routine clinical services treating patients with a wide range of traumas.
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Data regarding efforts to implement evidence-based psychotherapy and other clinic characteristics were obtained through qualitative interviews with clinical and administrative staff \((N = 30)\), and the Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Services framework was used to identify clinic factors associated with use of evidence-based psychotherapy. Results: Six percent of patients \((N = 1,924)\) received any sessions of an evidence-based psychotherapy for PTSD \((\text{median}=\text{five sessions})\). Several clinic factors were associated with an increased rate of implementation, including prior experience with use of the treatments, customization of training, and prolonged contact with the implementation and training team. Facilitation with broad training goals and clinics with highly organized systems of care were negatively associated with implementation. Conclusions: Few patients with PTSD received evidence-based psychotherapy for PTSD during their first six months of treatment at a VA specialty PTSD clinic. The implementation framework poorly predicted factors associated with uptake of evidence-based psychotherapy. These results suggest that additional research is needed to understand implementation of evidence-based therapy in mental health settings.
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A national survey of providers (N = 128) within VA PTSD clinical teams (PCTs) was conducted to describe utilization of PE and CPT and to identify individual and organizational factors associated with treatment uptake and adherence. Perceived effectiveness of PE and CPT were significantly associated with utilization of and adherence to those treatments. Reported number of hours conducting supportive care was positively associated with feeling the clinic was not sufficiently staffed (p = .05), and adherence to the PE treatment manual was positively associated with receiving emotional support from coworkers (p < .01).


Qualitative interviews were conducted with a nationally representative sample of 38 directors of specialized PTSD outpatient programs in VA medical centers about implementation of two EBTs. While every director confirmed that EBTs, specifically prolonged exposure and cognitive processing therapy, were provided in their program, it was nearly universal for these treatments to be preceded by preparatory groups. The concept of readiness for trauma-focused EBTs guided program development and flow throughout the programs.


Thematic interviews were conducted with 19 approved national (TF-CBT) trainers to assess their perspectives about challenges to implementation of TF-CBT and to explore their perceptions about the potential value of innovative, technology-based solutions to enhance provider fidelity and improve quality of care. These data offer some important insights and implications for training in EBTs, provider fidelity and competence, and patient engagement, particularly for those interventions targeting trauma-related symptoms among youth.


The VA has developed national initiatives to train mental health staff in the delivery of CPT and PE therapy and has implemented a variety of strategies to promote local implementation. In this article, the authors examine VA’s national CPT and PE training initiatives and report initial patient, therapist, and system-level program evaluation results.


Data on VA health service utilization and health care costs were obtained from national VA databases for 70 Veterans who completed prolonged exposure or cognitive processing therapy at a Midwestern VA medical center. Results demonstrated a significant decrease in the use of individual and group psychotherapy, as well as a 39.4% decrease in direct costs associated with mental health care. Primary care and emergency department services remained unchanged.


This study sought to develop (phase 1) and pilot test the feasibility and potential effectiveness (phase 2) of a brief shared decision-making intervention to promote engagement in evidence-based PTSD treatment. Among the 20 study completers, a greater proportion of participants in the intervention condition preferred an EBT and received an adequate (≥9 sessions) dose of psychotherapy.


Using a modified Delphi process, a panel of experts in implementation and clinical practice generated consensus on 73 implementation strategies and definitions. This list can be helpful in constructing multifaceted, multilevel implementation strategies for implementation efforts or comparative effectiveness research.


This study compared web-based training in 3 intervention skills (motivation enhancement [ME], goal setting [GS], behavioral task assignment [BTA]) with web-based training plus telephone consultation, and a no-training control. The overall tests of differences among the groups were statistically significant for ME and BTA skills (p < .001 and p = .005, respectively), but not for GS (p = .245). Overall, these findings support the use of web-based dissemination for large-scale training programs for trauma providers in health care delivery systems.


The purpose of this study was to explore large-scale initiatives and dissemination models in the United States to promote TF-CBT, an evidence-based practice.
for childhood PTSD. Approximate total costs, approximate number of therapists trained, and duration of training and consultation ranged considerably across 17 statewide projects. Differences between two dissemination models in duration of training and approximate number of trained therapists were noted; however, approximate funding per year, and approximate total costs did not differ between the two models.
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